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ABOUT ARTSTHREAD
500,000 database of emerging creatives, educators and industry professionals
ARTSTHREAD is the leading digital platform for emerging creatives
worldwide and for over a decade we have built relationships with over
950 higher education institutions in 130 countries, helping connect
emerging artists and designers with the industry.
ARTSTHREAD launched the rst ever online Global Design Graduate
Show in collaboration with Gucci in May 2020, this initiative has now
become an annual event. A combined total of approximately 10,000
students have participated over the rst two years.
Our digital platform launched in 2009, with the sole purpose of
promoting new designers and artists.
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For over ve years ARTSTHREAD was the exclusive online portfolio
partner for both New Designers & GFW. ARTSTHREAD has been the
o cial portfolio partner for 100s of higher-education institutions and
over the last two years we have built app/plug-ins for Design Pavilion for
NYCxDESIGN, Academy of Art University, De Montfort University, BFC,
Fashion Graduate Italia and many more.

KEY STATS
950 - Relationships with art & design higher education institutions
worldwide
350,000 - Art & Design students from 130 countries (80% under age 25)
220,000 - Active members on the newsletter
165,000 - Social media combined reach
125,000 - Portfolios uploaded over the last 12 years
45,000 - Industry professionals from companies such as: Apple, adidas,
Adobe, Avery Dennison, Design Museum, Greenpeace, Gucci, Hearst,
Herman Miller, Levi’s, Nike, Philips, Première Vision, Sebastian Conran,
United Nations, Wieden + Kennedy, WGSN, Zaha Hadid.

GLOBAL DESIGN GRADUATE SHOW 2021 IN COLLABORATION WITH GUCCI
ARTSTHREAD created the rst ever online Global Design Graduate
show in collaboration with Gucci in 2020 as a response to the
cancellation of many student end of year shows.
The Global Design Graduate Show has grown from strength to
strength. We have established relationships with over 100 judges
from many leading brands worldwide, who are invited to online
talks to provide tips on what makes a good portfolio. These judges
then go on to select the winners from the thousands of students
entering every year. In the rst two initiatives approximately 10,000
students from over 100 countries uploaded their nal year projects.
ARTSTHREAD created a virtual gallery of the winners’ works, each
project links to their pro le on ARTSTHREAD.
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The sole focus of this online show is to help the graduating
students launch their careers worldwide. The site is completely
open access (no login) and industry can easily message students
directly. This initiative has led to many success stories globally
where graduates have gained employment with leading companies
or launched their own brands with retailers, events, trade shows,
galleries or online.

GLOBAL DESIGN GRADUATE SHOW 2021 IN COLLABORATION WITH GUCCI
The Global Design Graduate Show 2021 was even more successful
than the 2020 edition

5,211 entrie
114 nationalitie
417 higher education institutions worldwid
500 shortliste
172,000 public vote
120 judges across all sector
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22,000,000 combined editorial and social reach

GLOBAL DESIGN GRADUATE SHOW 2022 IN COLLABORATION WITH GUCCI

We are pleased to announce that the Global Design Graduate
Show will be returning in 2022 with Gucci as the exclusive
sponsor.
Key dates for universities and students:
April 2022 - Launch of 2022 initiative
May - August 2022 - Portfolio upload. Online industry talks
September 2022 - Shortlist announced. Industry & public vote
October 2022 - Winners announced

GLOBAL DESIGN
GRADUATE SHOW
2022 /

FASHION GRADUATE ITALIA
Fashion Graduate Italia (FGI) approached ARTSTHREAD to help
them deliver the digital elements of the FGI event in Milan in
October 2021. ARTSTHREAD created an app/plug-in for FGI’s
Italian academies, institutes and schools.
ARTSTHREAD created three sections:
- online portfolios of 2021 graduates that could be searched by
school & specialism and displayed on the app/plug-in.
- Livestreaming of the catwalk shows of all 17 schools via the
ARTSTHREAD Vimeo channel, which were edited after the event
and displayed on a carousel within the app/plug-in.
- Students’ self-shot videos. ARTSTHREAD recommended that FGI
ask two students from each school to create a self-shot video of
them talking about their work and also physically making their
collection. These were uploaded to Vimeo and displayed on a
carousel within the app-plug-in.

FASHION GRADUATE ITALIA
Please visit fashiongraduateitalia.it/en

Livestreaming & Edited Shows

Student Self-Shot Videos

Online Portfolios

YOUR UNIVERSITY ONLINE END OF YEAR SHOWCASE 2022
Are you planning on showcasing your graduating students’ end
of year shows online in 2022?
ARTSTHREAD can create an app/plug-in which would house
your students’ online portfolios. This can be embedded onto
your own university website.
The students’ work can easily be ltered by course, specialism
or name, so you can nd exactly what you are looking for in
seconds. ARTSTHREAD is a tried-and-trusted platform for
emerging creatives and we have been promoting students &
recent graduates to the industry for well over a decade. 1000s of
graduated students have gained employment through
ARTSTHREAD and their connections to recruitments
consultancies and industry talent acquisitions teams.
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In addition we can o er livestreaming & edited videos for your
events, shows, seminars, tours, lectures and end-of-year
exhibitions, so that you can broadcast to potential students and
industry professionals. As a partner we can promote to our
500,000 database (newsletter, social media channel, website
etc.).

UNIVERSITY APP/PLUG-IN EXAMPLE

ARTSTHREAD works with many universities worldwide on their
online end-of-year showcases.
Please seen an example from Design Pavilion for NYCxDesign.
The app/plug-in allows for portfolios to be seen in a user-friendly
way on your own university website.
There are 117 specialisms for the students to choose from
within the four sectors - Digital/Visual Communication/Film,
Product/Architecture/Interiors, Fine Art/Photography/Craft,
Fashion/Textiles/Accessories.

FAQ
1. Why should we have an online portfolio area on our university
website?
This is to ensure that your graduating students can easily be found
(simple ltering system) and have more opportunities to gain
employment or launch their own business.
2. What do we receive?
ARTSTHREAD will build a bespoke app/plug-in for your university
which will house as many portfolios as you wish, where you can
search by course, specialism and name of student.
3. Why use ARTSTHREAD for our end of year showcase?
Over the course of the last 10 years we know what the industry
expectations are - user friendliness, speed, e ciency, etc. We
created an app/plug-in for Design Pavilion for NYCxDESIGN,
Academy of Art University, De Montfort University, BFC, Fashion
Graduate Italia (FGI) and many more. Please take a look at the app
we created for FGI here.
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4. Is it easy for the students to upload?
We have been running a portfolio website for over 10 years and we
have made the process very simple. Well over 100,000 students from
around the world have uploaded. There is also a FAQ/direct email
address/telephone service for students needing assistance.

5. Can the page look just like our university website?
Yes, we can add colour branding, di erent fonts and intro text to the
app/plug-in so that it complements your university website.
6. How hard is it for our IT team to add this app to the university
website?
This is very easy to do. It would take a member of the IT team no
more than 15 minutes to install.
Costs
The portfolio app/plug-in costs £1500 for 12 months. This enables
you to promote up to 10 courses and as many portfolios as you wish.
For 11 courses or more (including other disciplines), the cost is £100
per course
For the option of bespoke - livestreaming, virtual galleries, edited
videos, talks, shows, exhibitions, catwalks, virtual tours, events,
lectures, etc. please contact David for costs
Please contact Head of Communications David Mahoney if you would
like to proceed: davidmahoney@artsthread.com

COMPETITIONS & INITIATIVES
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NASDAQ COMPETITION 2021
Nasdaq worked with ARTSTHREAD on a call-out to create artwork
for their new global headquarters in Times Square, New York.
Artwork could be through any manner of 2D pattern, from ne art
and illustration to graphic design and photographic collage
The artwork was to embody Nasdaq’s purpose as an organisation
as they championed a new era of inclusive prosperity and growth.
Entrants were to interpret and express one of four messaging
themes; opening up access to opportunity, technology should
break down barriers, partnership can unlock growth, greater
participation = greater prosperity
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In total there were 10 artworks printed and permanently displayed
in Nasdaq’s HQ in the heart of Times Square, New York. Their work
was also displayed on the famous MarketSite Tower in Times
Square on a 10,000 square foot LED video display.

BRIGHT NEW THINGS TAKE TIMES SQUARE NYC COMPETITION
Avery Dennison and Arts Thread came together to create the
second “Bright New Things” competition with the winning work
shown in Times Square, New York City, in conjunction with Design
Pavilion, showcasing the world’s most forward-thinking new
designers and artists.
The emerging artists and designers were asked for their unique
view on how to energise and transform everyday items using
innovative Avery Dennison graphic materials. Work was presented
to a judging panel of industry professionals from Design Pavilion
and Avery Dennison.
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The four winning designs were chosen for installation in Times
Square as part of Design Pavilion. The installation consisted of a
large glass cube powered by Avery Dennison’s Janela and Vela
technologies, o ering viewers a combination of physical and
digital discovery.

AZIMUT YACHTS COMPETITION
Azimut Yachts launched a competition with ARTSTHREAD during
NYCxDESIGN (New York Design Week) to nd highly innovative and
creative projects from transportation designers and interior
designers worldwide.
The competition included the showcase of an Azimut yacht in
Times Square as a design installation, in partnership with Design
Pavilion celebrating NYCxDesign. The competition formed part of
a broader project that AzimutIBenetti Group had conceived to
celebrate its 50th anniversary and underline its focus on design.
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Hundreds of students entered with the winner of the competition
awarded with an all-expenses paid three month internship at
Azimut HQ in Avigliana, Italy.

FESPA PRINTERIORS DESIGN COMPETITION
FESPA worked with ARTSTHREAD to create an opportunity for
emerging print designers to design patterns to be showcased at
their FESPA Printeriors showcase in Berlin, with a reach of 30,000
people. These patterns were printed and used on furniture,
walling, ooring, windows, signage and more.
FESPA, the world’s leading federation of national associations for
the print and graphic arts community, with a network of more than
150,000 members, organises the Printeriors showcase annually to
highlight the myriad applications of print for the interior decor
market. Printeriors represents part of FESPA's pro t-for-purpose
programme which sees FESPA reinvest its pro ts to support the
graphic arts community worldwide.
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Winning designers were awarded an all-expenses trip to Berlin to
see their work as part of the Printeriors showcase, alongside of
this, the designers gained global media exposure.

MACTAC GRAPHICS BRIGHT YOUNG THINGS TAKE HACKNEY
ARTSTHREAD and Mactac Graphics worked together on a
competition to discover Europe’s most forward thinking emerging
creatives to create high impact visual branding for wall graphics on
a prime site in Hackney, East London.
Six shortlisted artists traveled to London to work with the Mactac
Europe Design and Innovation team. The winners were selected by
a high pro le judging panel including the Mayor of Hackney,
Christoper Raeburn, Coloro, Avery Dennison and Mactac Graphics.
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The overall winner worked with the Mactac Innovation and Design
team to develop their design into a wall graphic for a prime real
estate location. All shortlisted nalists had their work displayed on
the Mactac Europe stand at FESPA, Berlin.

LEVI’S X ARTSTHREAD DESIGN COMPETITIONS
Levi’s and ARTSTHREAD have worked on four competitions
together with an emphasis on future trends and techniques.
Levi’s set di erent briefs which were as follows:
- Design a pair of customised Levi’s and imagine how the future of
customisation could be.
- Design a version of Levi’s engineered jeans to celebrate their
20th anniversary.
- Create the future of Levi’s Made & Crafted world.
- Design a version of what Levi’s denim will look like in 2020.
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All the winners of all four contests were awarded 10-week design
internships at Levi’s HQ in San Francisco and mentored by Global
Creative Director Jonathan Cheung. As part of the internship, they
visited the legendary Levi’s archive and the Eureka innovation lab.

WGSN FUTURE CREATOR AWARDS
ARTSTHREAD teamed up with WGSN, the world’s leading trend
forecaster, trusted by businesses globally. The Future Creator
Award Winner formed part of WGSN and ARTSTHREAD’s strategy
to celebrate one Future Creator Award Winner in each of the six
cities that formed part of WGSN’s Futures Summit schedules.
Each contest was open to emerging talent from the region of the
summit, the six winners representing the nest emerging talent
from around the world. The cities were New York, London,
Melbourne, Cape Town, Hong Kong and São Paulo.
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Winners were awarded an all-expenses paid trip to each summit,
where they were given an opportunity to present their work to
high-level decision makers from many leading brands within each
region. In addition, they were able to enjoy a day-long event lled
with inspirational content and networking and to learn about the
future consumer trends.

NIKE CLUB TO CLUB DESIGN COMPETITION
Nike chose ARTSTHREAD as the platform to collaborate with on
their Club to Club Design Competition, with the goal of hiring new
talent for their sports lifestyle category.
The competition was launched with a very speci c design brief,
which allowed Nike to judge more accurately those designers who
would t with the brand.
ARTSTHREAD successfully delivered a strong turnout in both
quantity and quality for the Nike Club to Club Design Competition,
with 100s of entries received from creative students and graduates
from the top art & design institutions.
A shortlist of designers was presented to Nike with successful
students provided with internships which then led to full-time
employment with the brand.

Nike launched a competition with ARTSTHREAD with the goal of hiring new talent for
their sports lifestyle category.
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SUCCESS - ARTSTHREAD provide Nike with a shortlist of designers who were
interviewed and taken on as interns, which then led to full-time employment.

DIVERSITY NOW! COMPETITIONS
For five years ARTSTHREAD proudly partnered with All Walks
Beyond Catwalk and i-D for Diversity Now! For all five editions, there
were a selection of categories which included Apparel, Textiles,
Jewellery, Accessories, Illustration / Graphic Design, Fashion Film,
Journalism and Photography.
All winning entries were showcased on AllWalks.org, i-D magazine
and ARTSTHREAD. The winners were truly diverse and came from
many different parts of the world. This global initiative was
incredibly well-received by 1000s of students worldwide and also by
schools as there was also a teaching module and film available to
lecturers to include within their program.
All the students were encouraged to lead the way by boldly
visioning an expanded fashion future which steps beyond
stereotypes, redefines boundaries and celebrates a wider range of
beauty and body ideals in age, size, gender, race and physical
ability.
As part of their entry to the initiative, students were encouraged to
complete a poll which asked them for their opinions on diversity and
their favourite brands that best embodied the spirit of diversity. For
example, the survey found 96% of students would be tempted to
spend more with brands that take a more diverse approach to either
their marketing material content or commitment as a fashion brand.

URBAN OUTFITTERS MAKE IT COMPETITIONS
Urban Out tters (UO) teamed up with ARTSTHREAD to create a
brand called Make It and together we created the following
Competitions - Holiday Party, Home Edition, Festival, Winter
Holiday online Gift Shop & Holiday Pop-Up. .These competitions
gave the opportunity for over 30 designers to have their designs
sold in Urban Out tters top 20 US stores, including an
ARTSTHREAD Holiday Shop at the Urban Out tters Fifth Avenue
New York agship store.
Designers worked to a brief, with winning designers having their
designs manufactured by Urban Out tters, with their names and
stories attached to each product via a special swing tag. The
designers were sold both online and in-store.
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In addition to having their items sold in-store, each winner received
$1000 prize money, plus $500 gift vouchers.

HUDSON YARDS X NYC EMERGING DESIGNER RESIDENCY
NYCxDESIGN (New York’s annual design week) and ARTSTHREAD
were approached by Hudson Yards, New York’s newest
neighbourhood, home to more than 100 diverse shops and highend restaurants and cafes, to create a pop-up residency. During
the 3-month Residency Program, four recent New York based
graduates had 13 weeks to develop new products that could be
showcased and sold in a prime retail space.
All four designers successfully sold products and gained exposure
on many media channels.
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In addition to providing exposure for the emerging designers to
launch their businesses, the space also o ered an opportunity for
a behind-the-scenes look at the design process; from the making
of rugs, and throwing of pots on the wheel to the fabrication of
pendant lights through to screen printing T-shirts, posters, gift
cards etc.

OXO X ARTSTHREAD GRADUATE RESIDENCY PROGRAMME
OXO x ARTSTHREAD Graduate Residency Programme 2021/2022
was a new initiative o ering two complimentary studios at Oxo
Tower Wharf for a three month period to graduate designermakers. The aim of the annual residency is to support emerging
designers in launching their own brands to the general public, with
a studio workspace and retail outlet in the heart of London.
This year’s winners were:
Ecke Faei
After meeting as students at Kingston School of Art, Freya
Grötecke and Julia Forslund founded Ecke Faei during 2020’s
lockdowns. Drawing from their shared backgrounds, the duo
design fragile knitwear pieces for all sizes and gender identities.
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Monica Tong x Wai Yan Choi
Monica Tong x Wai Yan Choi are a craft and design duo, recently
graduated from Royal College of Art. Their works integrate
Ceramics, Glass and Jewellery and they are constantly looking for
cross-media collaborations.

NEXTGEN AWARDS PREMIERE VISION
Première Vision teamed up with ARTSTHREAD on the launch of the
NextGen Awards, an unprecedented opportunity for all nal year
Undergraduate or Postgraduate textile or fashion students.
Students were encouraged to create the boldest, most original
textile creations in terms of decoration, techniques, nishing,
innovation and technology.
There were four prizes in total - Grand Jury Prize was 1500 euros
and the other three awards were 1000 euros each.
- Grand Jury Prize
- Imagination Prize
- Interiors Prize
- Material Innovation Prize
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The Première Vision Paris team selected the winners who were
then announced at the September show.

GREENPEACE DISRUPT BLACK FRIDAY INSTALLATION
ARTSTHREAD worked alongside Greenpeace to launch MAKE
SMTHNG Week, with the aim to make the public aware of the
overconsumption on Black Friday with public artivism, installations
and community action in shopping areas around the world.
Greenpeace wanted entrants to create eye catching, ground
breaking and mind bending ways of communicating that our
throw-away culture is obsolete.
The brief called for art pieces or public installations / performance
pieces made from recycled or waste materials, with one design for
a public place and one guerrilla adaption of the idea. The final idea
could be made from a range of recycled materials, with a
preference to recycled plastic, clothing or textiles.
The winners worked with the Greenpeace team to make their
designs come to life, have their design made and installed as key
part of the MAKE SMTHNG campaign by Greenpeace. Their work
was also promoted by Greenpeace, MAKE SMTHNG and
ARTSTHREAD internationally.

United Nations approached ARTSTHREAD to curate entries for
their IOM - International Organisation for Migration for West &
Central Africa. The aim was to nd a talented interaction, service,
interior designer or architect to support in transforming two
Migrant Information Centers - that serve as information points on
migration - into local activity hubs. By focusing on the needs of
local youngsters, the selected designer was asked to explore a
range of activities and adaptations to the space that would
contribute to an enhanced experience.
The winner, Simon Meienberg took part in an all expenses paid 10day eld trip to The Gambia to identify local partners, artists and
artisans for the implementation of their plans and at the end of the
eld study, plans were presented to the IOM team, including
visuals, budget and proposed contractors. Once home, Simon was
connected to a local contractor who carried out the
implementation.
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The collaboration was a unique opportunity to work from inside the
United Nations and have a direct impact on informing youth on
their migration decisions.
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UNITED NATIONS - INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION FOR MIGRATION AFRICA

BBC WORLDWIDE COMPETITIONS
BBC Worldwide, the commercial arm of the BBC, partnered with
ARTSTHREAD on two competitions. Their mission is to maximise the
BBC’s pro ts by investing in great brands and content – such as
Doctor Who, Top Gear, BBC Earth and Dancing With The Stars - and
showcasing them around the world. The pro ts help support the
making of great programmes from the BBC.
To coincide with BBC Worldwide moving into their new London HQ
at the iconic BBC Television Centre, they engaged with
ARTSTHREAD to work on two competitions;
- BBC Worldwide’s Creative Challenge 1 - Create a brand new
channel targeted towards the 16-24 year old demographic. Give it a
unique name and a distinctive identity. One Applied Graphics winner
and one Onscreen Ident winner.
- BBC Worldwide's Creative Challenge 2 - How you think the media
landscape will change 10 years from now, show someone engaging
with ‘television’ content and how this radically di ers from today.
You can submit either a moving image to 2D artwork.
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Prizes for the competitions included a paid internship at BBC
Worldwide's London Head O ce, £1000 prize money, winners’ work
permanently on display in at the London Head O ce (with clear
accreditation) for sta and visitors to see.

Thank You.

